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Faith, Charity, Justice, and Civic Learning:
The tessons and Legacy of Frederic Ozanam
BY
RAYMOND L. SICK INGER, Pli.D.
Introduction
Thro ghout the past fifteen years much has been written on the or-
igins of, defi itions of, and motivations for doing community service and
service learni g in the United States, as well as on the connection of both
to democracy civic engagement, and the common good.' There has been,
however, littl scholarship in the field of community service that has identi-
fied and defined how the philosophies and practices of service in other coun-
tries, especiall in the nineteenth centur y, have influenced the philosophies
and practices of community service in the United States. One case worth
presenting is at of Freclêric Ozanam, a young nineteenth-century Catholic
Frenchman w o was deeply interested in issues of service, democracy, and
the common good throughout his lifetime (1813-1853). As the founder of the
Society of Saint Vincent de Paul, Ozanam established one of the most suc-
cessful and enduring faith-based service organizations in the nineteenth cen-
tury, profoundly impacting not only France, but also more than 130 countries
1 Jane C. Kendall, et al., Combining Service and Learning: A Resource Book for Community and Public
Service (Raleigh, North Carolina: National Society for Internships and Experiential Education,
1990); Dwight Gil ,?s, "Dewey's Theory of Experience: Implications for Service-Learning," Journal
of Cooperative Education 27:2 (1991): 97-90; Dwight Giles, and Janet Eyler, "Theoretical Roots of
Service-Learning in John Dewey: Toward a Theory of Service-Learning," Michigan Journal of
Community Service Learning 1 (1994): 77-85; Ira Harkavy, and John L. Puckett, "Lessons from
Hull House for the Contemporary Urban University," Social Science Review (September 1994):
299-321; Keith Morton, "The Irony of Service: Charity, Project and Social Change in Service-
Learning," Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning 2 (1995): 19-32; Rick Battistoni,
and Keith Morton, "Service and Citizenship: Are They Connected?", Wingspread Journal 17:3
(1995); John Saltmarsh, "Education for Critical Citizenship: John Dewey's Contribution to the
Pedagogy of Community Service-Learning," Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning
3 (1996): 13-21; Lorie E. Varlotta, "Service-Learning: A Catalyst for Constructing Democratic
Progressive Communities," Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning 3 (1996): 22-30; Rick
Battistoni, "The Service Learner As Engaged Citizen," Metropolitan Universities 7:1 (1996): 71-84;
William Hudson, "Combining Community Service and the Study of American Public Policy,"
Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning 3 (1996): 82-91; Rick Battistoni, "Service-Learning
and Democratic' itizenship," Theory Into Practice 36:3 (1997): 150-156; Keith Morton, and John
Saltmarsh, "Add ms, Day and Dewey: The Emergence of Community Service in American
Culture," Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning 4 (1997): 137-149; Charles S. Stevens,
"Unrecognized Roots of Service-Learning in African American Social Thought and Action,
1890-1930," Michi an Journal of Community Service Learning 9:2 (2003): 25-34; Gary Daynes, and
Nicholas Longo, 'Jane Addams and the Origins of Service-Learning Practice in the United
States," Michigan ournal of Community Service Learning 11:1 (2003): 5-13.
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throughout the world. Among them is the United States, where the Society
flourished at an early date (1845) and where it still actively serves those in
need. Ozanam's insights can contribute powerfully both to current and fu-
ture discussions in the field of community service learning as he offers an al-
ternative way of thinking about charity and justice, democracy and commu-
nity, as well as providing some truly progressive ideas for his time about the
role and importance of experiential learning. Moreover, both in the past and
in the present, the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul which he founded repre-
sents an exciting alternative to the debate about charity versus social justice,
offering an example of the possible linkage of the two informed by Ozanam's
vision of Christian charity firmly grounded in community and democracy.
Ozanam's Life
When Frêcleric Ozanam was born, France was still the most power-
ful nation on the continent of Europe. The date of his birth, the twenty-third
of April 1813, witnessed Napoleon preparing once again for warfare with a
growing number of enemies, a situation that would soon reverse his fortunes
and cause his star of glory to burn itself out after his humiliating defeat at the
Battle of Leipzig. Within the next two years France would see the return of
both the Bourbon monarchs who had been ousted from the throne in 1789,
and the intractable political, economic, and social problems that had plagued
the country since the late eighteenth century. Strained by over twenty-five
years of revolutionary politics and incessant war, France would enter the
nineteenth century doubtful of its role, disillusioned by defeat, and devoid of
a clear destiny.
Revolution and warfare were just two of France's manifold
problems. In its quest for lost greatness in the first half of the nineteenth
century, France failed to address not only its political disorders, but also the
many social disorders that threatened her people. Immense economic and
social changes brought on by the transition from a predominantly rural and
agricultural society to an urban and industrialized one threatened to disrupt
French life,  and were all too often ineffectively addressed by governmental
authorities. Recovering from the serious and often deadly challenges to
established religion begun in 1789, and often favoring conservative social
and political solutions, Church authorities were at first no more successful
in either understanding or responding to the desperation of the common
working people.
Some groups of intellectuals, such as the followers of the Utopian
Socialist, Saint-Simon, began to suggest ways to improve the condition of the
poor by forming ideal societies of laborers. They were often severe critics
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of both the government and the Catholic Church.' Saint-Simon openly
challenged tl-e Pope's social conscience: "You must not content yourself with
preaching to the faithful of all classes that the poor are the beloved children
of God, but you must frankly and energetically employ all the power and
all the resources acquired by the Church militant to bring about a speedy
improvemen in the moral and physical condition of the most numerous
class."' Acco1
.
 ding to the labor historian, Parker Moon, "Ozanam's entire life
might be regarded as a reply to Saint-Simon's challenge, and not a wholly
unconscious reply." 4 As early as eighteen years of age (1831), Ozanam
openly criticized Saint-Simon's teachings in a published document, because
he thought these utopian ideas offered the poor a false hope for, and an
equally false bath to, a better life.
Portrait of Frederic Ozanam
by Ernest Falconnet, Paris, 21 July 1834.
Public Domain
Two ears later (1833), while a university student in Paris, when he
was dared t practice what he preached by young followers of Saint-Simon,
Ozanam an some other like-minded students formed the Conference of
Charity. Thcharter meeting was held in May of that year. Starting with
only eight m mbers, the number soared to more than one hundred in 1834.
2	 Kathleen 0' eara, Frederic Ozanam, Professor at the Sorbonne, His Life and Works (New York:
The Catholic Publication Society Company, 1891), 17-42; Raymond L. Sickinger, "To become
better... to do a little good: Blessed Frederic Ozanam as a Model for College Students and
Professors," Ozolnam News (December 1999): 13-14; Charles Breunig, The Age of Revolution and
Reaction, 1789-1850 (New York: W.W. Norton Sr Company, 1977), 181-183; Michael Broers, Europe
After Napoleon, Revolution, Reaction and Romanticism, 1814-1848 (Manchester and New York:
Manchester University Press, 1996), 46-47.
3	 Parker Thomas Moon, The Labor Problem and the Social Catholic Movement in France: A Study in
the History of Soda' Politics (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1921), 26.
4	 Ibid.
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It was Ozanam who believed that the original conference must divide into
more units in order to better serve the needy and reinforce the close bonds
of friendship among members. By 1835, the Conference of Charity had its
own official Rule and a new official name: The Society of Saint Vincent de
Paul. Today, the Society is in more than 130 countries around the world, with
its largest numbers in Brazil, while in the United States there are over 4,700
conferences of charity in most of the 50 states.
Frederic Ozanam lived a short life in one of the most tumultuous
periods of history. He would witness two major political upheavals in France
during his lifetime — the overthrow of the Bourbon Dynasty resulting from
the 1830 July Revolution which brought Louis Philippe to power, and the
end of Louis Philippe's "Bourgeois Monarchy" during the 1848 Revolutions.
Committed to the principles of Christian Democracy, Ozanam would favor
a French Republic that supported the poor, not just the rich. At the time of
his death in 1853, however, France was once again an empire and, with the
coronation of Louis Napoleon as Napoleon HI in 1852, once again ruled by a
Napoleon.'
Charity, Community Service, and Social Change
In the field of community service learning, most are familiar with the
contributions and thoughts of John Dewey and Jane Addams. Both of these
seminal American thinkers had a generally negative assessment of charity,
its purpose, and its effects. For Dewey, charity was more of a curse than
a comfort. In 1908, Dewey claimed that charity may "serve to supply rich
persons with a cloak for selfishness in other directions... Charity may even
be used as a sop to one's social conscience while at the same time it buys off
the resentment which might otherwise grow up in those who suffer from
social injustice. Magnificent philanthropy may be employed to cover up
brutal exploitation." 6
 Indeed, he feared that charity "assumes the continued
and necessary existence of a dependent 'lower' class to be the recipient of
the kindness of their superiors." 7
 Influential on the thinking of Dewey, Jane
Addams was equally critical of the world of charity. The person who visits
those in need, according to Addams, exercises "a cruel advantage" 8 and often
thinks "more of what a man ought to be than of what he is or what he may
5 O'Meara, Ozanam, 17-42; Sickinger, "To become better," 13-14. For a fuller discussion of
French politics from 1815-1848, see Breunig, Age of Revolution, 216-228.
6 John Dewey, Ethics: The Middle Works of John Dewey, Vol. 5, ed. Jo Ann Boydston (Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1978), 301.
7 Ibid., 348.
8 Jane Addams, "The Subtle Problems of Charity;" Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 83, No. 496 (1899):
163-178.
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become...."9 ccording to the social historian Roy Lubove, in the late nine-
teenth century charity "was essentially a process of character regimentation,
not social reform...."'° Poverty was not the fault of society; "the charitable
agent really blamed the individual for his poverty."" The person receiving
charity was "less an equal... than an object of character reformation" who
had been undone by "ignorance or deviations from middle-class values and
patterns of life organization: temperance, industriousness, family cohesive-
ness, frugality foresight, moral restraint."12
Fre& ic Ozanam's view of the nature and value of charity was
radically different from that of Dewey and Addams, as well as from those of
many of his contemporaries. Indeed, Ozanam would not have considered
the "charity" of which they were critical worthy of the name. For him true
charity was an essential step toward the regeneration of society, not a step
toward bringing the individual into conformity with it. In a letter written
in November of 1836, Ozanam asserted that the poor are not in the least
inferior. In fact, in confronting poor people, "we should fall at their feet and
say... Tu est Dominus et Deus meus. You are our masters, and we will be your
servants. You are for us the sacred images of that God whom we do not see,
and not knowing how to love Him otherwise shall we not love Him in your
persons?"13
The method of service he chose was to visit those in need aided by
the advice and input of those rooted deeply in the community. This method
had been suggested to him by an older teacher and advisor, Emmanuel
Bailly, who would remain an important guide for the young group of men
serving with Ozanam. It was Bailly who recommended Sister Rosalie Rendu
to Ozanam. With the wisdom and direction of Sister Rosalie, a Daughter
of Charity and respected figure among Parisian workers, Ozanam and his
young friends learned when, where, and how to perform their visits. In all
cases, according to Ozanam, the visit should provide help both that honors
rather than humiliates and which removes all barriers that normally separate
those served from those providing service.
9	 Ibid., 177.
10	 Roy Lubove, The Professional Altruist: The Emergence of Social Work as a Career, 1880-1930
(Cambridge: Haivard University Press, 1965), 12.
11	 Addams, "Subtle Problems," 163.
12	 Lubove, Professional Altruist, 16.
13	 Joseph I. Dirvin, C.M., trans. and ed., Frederic Ozanam: A Life in Letters (St. Louis: Society of
Saint Vincent de Paul Council of the United States, 1986), 96.
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Help is humiliating when it appeals to men from below, tak-
ing heed of their material wants only, paying no attention
but to those of the flesh, to the cry of hunger and cold, to
what excites pity, to what one succors even in the beasts.
It humiliates when there is no reciprocity.... But it honors
when it appeals to him from above, when it occupies itself
with his soul, his religious, moral, and political education,
with all that emancipates him from his passions and from
a portion of his wants, with those things that make him
free, and may make him great. Help honors when to the
bread that nourishes it adds the visit that consoles...; when
it treats the poor man with respect, not only as an equal but
as a superior, since he is suffering what perhaps we are in-
capable of suffering; since he is the messenger of God to us,
sent to prove our justice and charity, and to save us by our
works. Help then becomes honorable because it may be-
come mutual.... 19
A person's good works provided in a spirit of genuine charity could
help one grow in holiness, and through active cooperation with God's grace
contribute to one's salvation. Ozanam certainly knew the biblical passage
in James 2:26: "For even as the body without the spirit is dead; so also faith
without works is dead." Every person from the most powerful ruler to the
poorest commoner must demonstrate their faith by putting it into action to
grow in holiness and hope for salvation. In his opinion, those who are poor
are less in need of redemption than the person providing service and society
as a whole.
Especially for young people, Ozanam argued, charity constituted
an active form of service that leads over time to greater engagement in
the struggle for social change. At the age of twenty-one (1834) he wrote to
his friend and distant cousin, Ernest Falconnet: "But... we are too young
to intervene in the social struggle. Should we remain inactive therefore in
the midst of a suffering and groaning world? No, there is a preparatory
path open to us; before taking action for the public good we can take action
for the good of individuals; before regenerating France, we can solace poor
persons." 15
 He does not, however, conceive of this service experience as a
haphazard undertaking by merely a few: "I would further wish that all young
14 Quoted in O'Meara, Ozanam, 176-177. Original French text can be found in Antoine Freclêric
Ozanam, 1uvres Completes, Vol. 7 (Paris: Simon Racon et Compagnie, 1872), 192.
15 Dirvin, Life in Letters, 47.
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people might unite in head and heart in some charitable work and that there
be formed throughout the whole country a vast generous association for the
relief of the common people." 16
 Ozanam envisioned France's transformation
through engaging young university students in active service for the common
good. As he exhorted in 1835:
Cast your eyes on the world around us... The earth has
grown cold. It is for us Catholics to revive the vital beat to
restore it, it is for us to begin over again the great work of
regeneration, if necessary to bring back the era of martyrs.
For to be a martyr is possible for every Christian, to be a
mart)/- is to give his I i fe for God and his brothers, to give his
life in sacrifice, whether the sacrifice be consumed in an in-
stant like a holocaust, or be accomplished slowly and smoke
night and day like perfume on the altar. To be a martyr is to
give back to heaven all that one has received: his money, his
blood, his whole soul. The offering is in our hands; we can
make this sacrifice. It is up to us to choose to which altars
it pleases us to bring it, to what divinity we will consecrate
our youth and the time following, in what temple we will as-
semble: at the foot of the idol of egoism, or in the sanctuary
of God and humanity.'7
In his vision that intimately linked charity, justice, and service,
young people who would eventually enter their various fields of professional
endeavor would learn to think less of themselves and more of others, to
understand better the nature of social problems, and to foster closer, more
harmonious relations among the different social classes. It is interesting to
note Ozanam' reference above to being "martyrs." The root meaning of the
word martyr i "witness." In an article by Keith Morton, a Dominican priest
is quoted as sa ing that "the essential nature of service is witness... involving
oneself in activities benefiting others and, if necessary, laying down one's
life; challenging structures that are not life-giving. Service always means an
encounter with powers out there: confronting conditions that make service
necessary in the first place." 18
 Ozanam would not only understand but
would wholeheartedly endorse this statement about "service as witness."
Indeed, Ozanam's ideas are more closely related to those of Dorothy
16 Ibid.
17 Ibid., 64.
18 Morton, "Irony of Service," 26.
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Day than to those of either Dewey or Addams, W h i le his influence on Day and
the Catholic Worker Movement is especially noteworthy. In her 1939 book,
House of Hospitality, Dorothy Day acknowledged: "I have been reading a lot
of Ozanam lately." Day found Ozanam's thoughts and actions compelling
because both she and Peter Maurin felt "that the work is more important
than the talking and writing about the work. It has always been through the
performance of the works of mercy that love is expressed, that people are
converted, that the masses are reached." Citing several significant passages
taken directly from Ozanam's writings, Day concluded that "In season and
out of season, he [Ozanam] pleaded for 'the annihilation of the political spirit
in the interests of the social spirit.'"20
Ozanam's impact on the Catholic Worker Movement extends
beyond Day's comments in her 1939 book. For example, Peter Maurin was
profoundly influenced by the thought of Emmanuel Mounier to whom "we
owe Peter and Dorothy's emphasis on personal responsibility in history
(as opposed to withdrawal from the world). Peter Maurin's French roots
and language helped him to keep abreast of all that was happening in the
vital renaissance in the Catholic Church in France, of which personalism
was so much a part. He was able to... make the religious revival of France
immediately present in the United States." 21 In turn Mounier was profoundly
in fluenced by Frederic Ozanam. It was as a member of the Society of Saint
Vincent de Paul in Grenoble that Moonier first actively experienced poverty
and gained a deeper understanding of the terrible conditions in which many
workers lived. 22 Mounier openly praised Ozanam for being one of the few to
recognize that the Church had to embrace the issue of poverty. The language
Ozanam used to suggest that the Church should go to the masses "strikingly
anticipated not only the general judgment but the precise language of
Mounier a century later."23
In his article, "The Irony of Service: Charity, Project and Social
Change in Service-Learning," Keith Morton maintains that there are three
paradigms of service — charity, project, and social change. According to
Morton, each paradigm can be done with or without integrity or, as he terms
it, in a thick or thin manner: "[T]hick versions of each paradigm are grounded
19 Dorothy Day, House of Hospitality (New York: Shoed & Ward, 1939), 54.
20 Ibid., 55-56.
21 Mark and Louise Zwick, The Catholic Worker Movement, Intellectual and Spiritual Origins (New
York: Paulist Press, 2005), 101.
22 Ibid., 103.
23 R.W. Rauch, Jr., Politics and Belief in Contemporary France (The Hague, Netherlands: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1972), 16.
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in deeply held internally coherent values; match means and ends; describe a
primary way interpreting and relating to the world; offer a way of defining
problems and solutions; and suggest a vision of what a transformed world
might look lik . At their thickest, the paradigms seem to intersect, or at least
complement one another. Insisting on the humanity of another person in
the face of sometimes overwhelming pressure to deny that humanity can be
a motive for charity, for project and for social change." 24 From the evidence
already presented, I think it fair to argue that Ozanam represents the thickest
version of serice, wherein the three paradigms intersect or complement one
another. This argument will be further reinforced by the evidence presented
in the remainder of this paper.
Christian Democracy, Civic Engagement, and the Common Good
Ozanam was absolutely clear that knowledge of history eventually
led him "to the conclusion that in the nature of mankind democracy is the
final stage in he development of political progress, and that God leads the1
world in that direction." 25 His views on democracy, however, developed
over time. In a letter of 1832 to Ernest Falconnet, the young Frèderic Ozanam
(18 at the time indicated that he was supportive of the idea of monarchy:
I do not believe that French society has yet come of age. I
do not believe that it can be left to itself without peril to its
own proper growth. I believe its character to be such that
it needs a monarchical regime to direct it in its wanderings
and the heredity of the throne to maintain stability in its
progress and unity in its diversity. I believe finally that, for
the national destinies to be one, for the tradition of the past
to be perpetuated in the future, it is necessary for a family to
be its symbol and the scepter not pass from its hands. The
king is then for me the symbol of national destinies, the old
French idea presiding over the development of society, the
representation of the people par excellence. On his forehead
shine the glories of France ancient and modern.26
Yet, just sixteen years later (1848), he would firmly maintain: "I still believe
in the possibility of Christian democracy; I don't believe in anything else in
24 Morton, "Ironb, of Service," 28.
25 Quoted in James Patrick Derum, Apostle in a Top flat: The Story of Frederic Ozanam (Michigan:
Fidelity Publishing Company, 1962), 202.
26 Dirvin, Life in Letters, 18.
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political matters."27
What transformed his thinking in such a radical way? I would
suggest that it was his experience of service, and his deep reflection on that
experience, that led him to embrace a democracy which was responsive to
Christian principles of personal dignity, freedom, and the common good.
Of course, he recognized that some of the poor were prone "to sloth and
vice," but he saw these more as the consequence rather than the cause of
the poverty he witnessed, cautioning others that "there is no room for that
ready excuse of the hardhearted, that the poor are wretched by their own
fault."" His experiences visiting the poor as a friend led Ozanam to confront
the essential dignity and nobility of the common person:
Among these inhabitants of the Faubourgs, whom it is the
custom to represent as a people devoid of all faith, there are
very few who have not a cross at the head of their bed, ...In
these foul cellars and garrets, ...we have often come upon
the loveliest domestic virtues, on a refinement and intelli-
gence that one does not always meet under gilded ceilings;
a poor cooper, of past seventy years of age, tiring his infirm
arms to get bread for the child of a son who had died in the
flower of his age; a deaf and dumb boy of twelve, whose ed-
ucation has been carried on by the self-devotion of his poor
relatives with such success that he begins to read.... We shall
never forget one poor room, of irreproachable cleanliness,
where a mother, clothed in the threadbare costume of her
native place, Auvergne, was working with her four daugh-
ters, modest young girls...; but the faith which these honest
people had brought with them from their native mountains
illuminated their lives...."
Meeting the poor face-to-face dispelled any false notions and foolish
stereotypes about them, convincing Ozanam that both his country and his
Church had to support them.
Ozanam's political views were formed gradually after significant
study, multiple experiences, and deep reflection on both. At the age of
twenty-one and after some three years of service experiences, he had not
27 Quoted in Mary Ann Garvie Hess, trans., °driers Ozanam, Nos. 37/38/39, January to June
(Paris: Society of Saint Vincent de Paul, Council General, 1974), 27.
28 O'Meara, Ozanam, 246; Original French text in Ozanam, CEuvres Comple.tes, 268.
29 Ibid. and Ibid., 269 respectively.
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Frèderic Ozanam in academic robes during a home visit.
Painting by Gary Schumer, 2004.
C. urtesy, Association of the Miraculous Medal, Perryville, Missouri
yet completel abandoned monarchy as a viable form of government, but
his views had begun to change, enabling him to argue comfortably and
convincingly: ' I declare neither for nor against any government combination,
but accept the as instruments for making man happier and better. If you
want a formulO, here it is: I believe in authority as a means, in liberty as a
means, and in love as the end." 3° He had come to recognize that there were
two primary types of government inspired by two diametrically opposed
principles: "There is either the exploitation of everyone for the good of a
single person, the monarchy of Nero, a monarchy I abhor. Or there is the
sacrifice of a s' gle person for the good of all, the monarchy of Saint Louis,
which I revere with love." Ozanam, however, did not stop with monarchy,
noting other ossible forms of government moved by either of these two
principles: "There is either the exploitation of all for the good of the few, the
li
Dirvin, Life in tiers, 46.
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republic of Athens and that of the Terror, and such a republic I condemn. Or
there is the sacrifice of a few for the good of all, the Christian republic of the
primitive Church at Jerusalem... Humanity cannot attain a higher state."3'
Although Ozanam condemned the Reign of Terror in France (1794-
1795), increasingly he came to appreciate the value of and necessity for
democratic reform if France was ever to be resurrected from the ashes of the
Revolution. According to Catholic Church historian Thomas Bokenkotter,
Ozanam interpreted the French Revolution "as humanity's cry for greater
freedom, and as a key figure in the short-lived Christian democracy of 1848
he tried to move the Church to hear that cry and join the struggle." 32 In fact,
Ozanam published a powerful public call to embrace the masses in 1848. "In
saying: let's go to the people, I ask that instead of embracing the interests of
an egotistical bourgeoisie, we take care of the people who have too many
needs and not enough rights and who justly demand a more complete role
in public affairs, guarantees for work and against misery." 33 He quickly
clarified to his audience that he and his supporters were not socialists; they
did not want "the overthrow of the society...," but instead they anticipated
the advent of "a free, progressive Christian reform of it." 34 Yet Ozanam was
severely critical of those who continued to ignore the cries of the poor. "If
a greater number of Christians, and especially clergymen, had looked after
the workers for ten years, we would be more sure of the future." 35 In April
of 1848, using strong words of admonishment, Ozanam begged the Church
to "take care of the workers like the rich people; it is from now on the only
way to salvation for the Church of France. The priests must give up their
little bourgeois parishes, flocks of elite people in the middle of an immense
population which they do not know."36
Valuing civic engagement, Ozanam took seriously his duties as a
citizen of France. In the late 1840's he served in the National Guard, and
he regularly voted in elections. As a kind of civic duty he engaged in the
significant journalistic venture of writing articles on political and social
matters in the newspaper L'Ere Nouvelle, intending to influence minds
and persuade people to support democratic reforms. Moreover, when
approached to stand for election as a representative in the new assembly to
31 Ibid., 46-47.
32 Thomas Bokenkotter, Church and Revolution, Catholics in the Struggle for Democracy and Social
Justice (New York: Doubleday, 1998), 131.
33 Quoted in Hess, Cahiers Ozanam, 19.
34 Ibid., 21.
35 Ibid., 27.
36 Ibid.
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be formed following the revolution that had unseated Louis Philippe in 1848,
Ozanam agreed to offer his name as a candidate. He stated publicly that he
always had "the passionate love of my country, the enthusiasm of common
interests," and that he longed for "the alliance of Christianity and freedom.""
Although his personal wishes were against running for office, he felt it was
his civic duty to do so. He was not elected, but he left us a clear record of
his mature political beliefs, nurtured by his service experiences from 1833
to 1848, in the form of a public statement issued on the 15 th of April to the
constituents of the Department of the RI-1611e. In it he declared that Liberty,
Equality, and Fraternity — the catchwords of the French Revolution — were
a signal of the "temporal advent of the Gospel...." The French Revolution
of 1789 had been bloody and violent precisely because it had forgotten its
religious heritage, a Christian heritage that could and should embrace the
people in a loving way.
In the case of Liberty, Ozanam declared: "I want the sovereignty of
the people. And, as the people are made up of the universality of free men,
I want above all else the sanction of the natural rights of man and of family.
In the constitution one must put, above the uncertainty of parliamentary
majorities, freedom of people, freedom of speech, of teaching, of associations
and of religions. Power must not, entrusted to the instability of parties, ever
be able to suspend individual freedom, to intrigue in questions of conscience
or to silence the press." In the case of Equality, he affirmed: "I want a
republican constitution without a return to royalties which are henceforth
impossible. I iwant it with equality for all, therefore with universal suffrage
for the National Assembly.... 1... reject all thoughts of a federate republic.
But, at the same time, I reject an excessive centralization which would still
enlarge Paris to the detriment of the departments, the cities to the detriment
of the country, and which would bring back inequality among those whom
the law makes equal." Finally, in the case of Fraternity, he confirmed:
I want fraternity with all of its consequences. I will defend
the principle of property. But without touching this founda-
tion of all civil order, one can introduce a system of progres-
sive tax which would lessen the consumption taxes: one can
replace the concession rights and insure a cheaper life. 1 will
also support the rights to work; the independent work of
the laborer, of the artisan, of the merchant who remains the
e Ibid., 51.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
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master of his work and salary; the associations of workers
among themselves, or of workers and contractors who vol-
untarily join together their work and their capital, finally the
works of public service undertaken by the State and offering
a home to laborers who are out of work or resources. I will
forward with all my efforts the measures of justice and fore-
sight which will alleviate the sufferings of the people. In my
opinion, all these means are not too much in order to resolve
this formidable question of work, the most pressing ques-
tion of the present time...."'
Completing his public statement with a strong message about foreign
policy, Ozanam argued that "Fraternity does not know boundaries," and he
expressed a sincere hope that France would have both the courage and the
will to help deliver "nations suppressed by an unjust conquest, and which
restore themselves while renouncing foreign domination."4'
One biographer of Ozanam, Thomas Auge, has argued that Ozanam's
"advocacy of democracy places this moderate, gentle, scholarly man among
the radicals of nineteenth-century French Catholics." 42 Whether Ozanam
fully recognized the radical nature of his views is perhaps open to debate,
but that he was firmly convinced by 1848 that Church and State should be
separate, that democracy was the best future form of government for France,
and that the Church must embrace the masses, is beyond doubt."
Frederic Ozanam may have been willing to stand for election in
1848, but he did so not as a member or a leader of the Society of Saint Vincent
de Paul, but rather as a concerned Catholic citizen. Ozanam had two clear
positions on politics relevant to this study. First, although he desired that
all members be civically responsible and civically engaged in the France of
his day and saw this engagement as a sacred duty, Ozanam thought that
the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul itself should neither become embroiled
in politics nor favor one political party. From its inception the Society was
intended to be "an association of mutual encouragement for young Catholic
people where one finds friendship, support, and exam ple; ...But the strongest
tie, the principle of true friendship, is charity ...and good works are the food
4() Ibid., 51-52.
41 Ibid., 52.
42 Thomas Auge, Frederic Own= and His World (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company,
1966), 86.
43 Ibid., 86-87.
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of charity." Ir the Rule of the Society to this day, members are advised that
the Society "does not identify with any political party and always adopts a
non-violent approach." While recognizing that there is much good that can
come from the political vocation of members who "bring Christian values
to political matters," and while encouraging them to be good and active
	
citizens, The	 ule clearly states: "those members who hold political offices
will be asked, always with charity, not to hold any mission of representation
	
in the Society	 uring their term of political office.'
	
Whil	 cautious about political connections, the Society, its leaders,
and its mem ers, have always been encouraged to seek social justice,
engaging ope ly in advocacy for those who otherwise have no voice. Article
	
seven of the	 le speaks to this latter issue. The Society wants to identify the
unjust struct res that cause need: "it is, therefore, committed to identifying
the root caul s of poverty and to contributing to their elimination." Its
members "en ision a more just society in which the rights, responsibilities
	
and develop	 ent of all people are promoted." Ultimately, the Society of Saint
Vincent de Paul "helps the poor and disadvantaged speak for themselves.
When they cannot, the Society must speak on behalf of those ignored."" One
cogent example in Frederic's early career in the Society helps to illustrate this
point. In 18 3 he visited a woman with five children whose husband, an
	
alcoholic, wa	 terribly abusive. Not only did he provide her with material
assistance, b t he also recognized that she was unaware of certain courses
of action that were open to her because she was not legally married to the
man. Ozanam, himself a law student, helped her to take appropriate legal
action to protect herself and her children and arranged for her to leave her
abusive partner to begin a new life outside of Paris. He helped her find
her voice by speaking on her behalf to the authorities." Without necessarily
embracing one political position or ideology, the Society can succeed through
encouraging both its members and those served to become more engaged in
advocacy and more knowledgeable of civic life.
Ozanam's second position on politics arose from a conviction that
the most pressing questions of his day were social, not political, in nature.
The problem that divides men in our day is no longer a prob-
lem of political structure; it is a social problem; it has to do
with what is preferred, the spirit of self-interest or the spirit
of sacrifice, whether society will be only a great exploitation
44 Rule of the In •rnational Confederation of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul (2003), I, 17.
45 Ibid., 16-17.
46 O'Meara, Ozanam, 64.
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to the profit of the strongest or a consecration of each indi-
vidual for the good of all and especially for the protection of
the weak. There are a great many men who have too much
and who wish to have more; there are a great many others
who do not have enough, who have nothing, and who are
willing to take if someone gives to them. Between these two
classes of men, a confrontation is coming, and this menacing
confrontation will be terrible: on the one side, the power of
gold, on the other the power of despair. We must cast our-
selves between these two enemy armies, if not to prevent, at
least to deaden the shock.47
According to the historian Jay Corrin the above quotation
"displays Ozanam's prescient sociological analysis as well as his faith in
charity." Although Ozanam never embraced the ideas of Marx or of any
of the nineteenth-century socialists, nevertheless Corrin argues that at
least ten years before Marx's Communist Manifesto (1848), Ozanam already
"recognized that divisions between men were linked to economic disparities
and warned of class warfare unless social programs were initiated to mitigate
such inequities."48
It took Ozanam time to fully understand the serious desperation that
leads to such violent acts. As a young student, he was horrified by one of
the first scenes of violence he witnessed while away from home. During
that incident, sparked by a cholera epidemic in Paris (1832), he wrote to his
mother: "Last Sunday I saw revolutionary rabble. Never was there seen
so frightful a mob.... It was a great pity to see this race of accursed men
of whom the tallest was not 5 feet, with weak and ugly bodies, pale faces,
sunken eyes with shifty glances, and the women who followed crying like
the furies, nothing more hideous than those women!"49
 But, as he came to
know the poor of Paris through charitable community service, his opinion of
them changed and the cause of their physical appearance became apparent.
He would always abhor insurrection, no longer because of the unruly and
unsightly mob, but rather because he knew that insurrection's violence was
born of a profound exasperation which served no purpose other than to
harden hearts and minds. Indeed, it is significant that the language Ozanam
chose to describe the situations he confronted shifted from physical beauty
.17 Dirvin, Lik in Letters, 96-97.
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as the primary indicator of moral or social integrity, a prejudice shared by
many in Ozanam's day: "In these foul cellars and garrets, ...we have often
come upon the loveliest domestic virtues, on a refinement and intelligence
that one does not always meet under gilded ceilings."50
In 1834, he wrote that "opposition is useful and admissible, but not
insurrection; active obedience, passive resistance." 5 ' Again in 1837, Ozanam
returned to this topic lamenting that "Alas! We see each day the schism
started... become deeper: there are no longer political opinions dividing men,
they are less opinions than interests, here the camp of riches, there the camp
of the poor.... [B]etween the two, an irreconcilable hatred, rumblings of a
coming war which will be a war of extermination." According to Ozanam,
the interposition of Christians between the two camps would provide the
"only means of salvation." The members of the Society of Saint Vincent de
Paul could traiel "from one side to the other doing good, obtaining many
alms from the rich and much resignation from the poor, ...getting them used
to looking ur)oh one another as brothers, infusing them with a bit of mutual
charity...." He genuinely hoped for the day when "the two camps will rise
up and destroy the barriers of prejudice, throw away their angry weapons,
and march to meet each other, not to battle, but to mingle, embrace, and
become one sheepfold under one shepherd." 52
 This kind of reconciliation
could never be achieved simply through political agendas or political
gatherings; Ozanam clearly understood that only a transformation of the
human person and of society as a whole would lead to true equality, liberty,
and fraternity. And in 1848 he again warned his countrymen, "Behind the
political revolution {of 1848], there is a social revolution.... One must not
think he can escape these problems.""
Ozanam believed that serious social problems such as poverty
generally develop when any individual pursues only her / his interests, or
the interests of a small group, to the detriment of the Common Good. Yet, he
never entertained the simple notion that poverty would be eradicated simply
by fulfilling individual material needs. In his view, poverty destroyed the
very soul of people who need to know, and to believe, that they have value
as human beings, that they can genuinely contribute in positive ways to their
community. They need food for the soul as much as they need food for the
body. In many cases, it is not the bread or the clothes that are given, but the
hand extended in true friendship as an equal, not as a superior, that is the
O'Meara, Ozanatn, 246; Original French text in Ozanam, Cluvres Completes, 269.
51 Quoted in O'Meara, Ozanam, 83.
52 Dirvin, Life in Letters, 106.
53 Quoted in Hess, Colliers Ozannm, 19.
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most vital part of the charitable home visit. Those members of the Society
of St. Vincent de Paul who visit people in need in their home form a true
communion with them in that they both see Christ in those served and reflect
Christ to those served.
There is no doubt that Frederic Ozanam believed the Catholic
Church held out hope for both social and spiritual salvation and he wished
it would flourish. But he was neither a single-minded, nor a close-minded
missionary. For him service to others was to he based solely upon need, not
upon creed. In one famous reported case, a Protestant congregation provided
a substantial amount of money to Ozanam and his conference for the relief
of the poor. Other members of his conference suggested that the sum should
first be used to help Catholics. In an impassioned speech, Ozanam informed
his companions that if they were to do this then they would not be worthy of
the confidence of the donors. He refused to be a party to such dishonorable
action. 54 Moreover, he was always tolerant of others and their differing
views. As a person deeply interested in and knowledgeable of history, he
was aware that religion can be both a help and a hindrance when addressing
social problems. As one of his earliest biographers, Kathleen O'Meara,
claims, "It was... a deep reverence for souls which taught him to respect the
mysterious relationship between God and his creatures — a tender humility
which forbade him to sit in judgment on others...." 55 For Ozanam, the
regeneration of society was to be accomplished first and foremost by forming
true comm unity and building just, caring relationships between the different
social classes who ultimately shared the same goals for society: peace, order,
and happiness. He believed that his Catholic faith had much to offer to those
who might be willing to listen and engage in dialogue.
As stated earlier, Ozanam spoke of the need for "much resignation
from the poor.' The word "resignation" needs to be clarified or else Ozanam
might be perceived as someone counseling the poor to know their place and
to accept their lot in life. That would be a complete misreading of the man.
A word rich in meaning, resignation should be understood in this present
context in three ways. First, it signifies forbearance. Ozanam wanted those
in need, those with genuine grievances, to refrain from resorting to violence
that would most likely worsen rather than better their prospects. Second, he
wanted those in need to comprehend that in an actual pitched battle with the
rich the prospect of defeat loomed large and, therefore, he hoped the poor
would refuse to follow this doomed and dangerous course of action. Third,
54 O'Meara, Ozanam, 175.
55 Ibid., 173.
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Ozanam understood that resignation implies a giving up of oneself to God.
Trusting in Divine Providence to reveal the best way to resolve a given crisis,
he wanted those in need to understand that God hears the cry of the poor and
responds, not necessarily by direct divine intervention (miracles), but rather
in moving other people to act out of charity and justice for their neighbor, like
the Good Samaritan of the Gospel. 57
 Ultimately, Ozanam wanted to remove
from the rich any excuse to inflict more violence upon the poor; "to make
equality as operative as possible among men; to make voluntary community
replace imposition and brute force; to make charity accomplish what justice
alone cannot do." He genuinely thanked God for placing him, and his fellow
Vincentians, "by Providence on neutral ground between the two belligerents,
to have paths and minds open to both."58
Community Service as a Learning Experience
Unlik
l
e
 some of his contemporaries, Ozanam believed in the value of
experience thoughtfully reflected upon. As a young student at the Sorbonne,
Ozanam participated in the conference of history, where ideas were discussed
and debated outside the classroom by students eager to plumb the depths
of what they had learned, eager to raise further questions to explore and
resolve. These discussions often questioned and probed personal values. It
was in this conference context that Ozanam was challenged to live out the
religious faith he had been defending so eloquently in words. As a direct
result of this challenge Frederic helped to form the conference of charity,
which provided a venue for reflecting on and discussing charity based upon
the actual experiences of service in the streets of Paris. He came to firmly
believe that those who provided service learned vital lessons from those they
served. First they learned about the nature and extent of poverty through
visiting those in need. The words that follow are not the result of literary
imagination, but of the actual experience of visitation:
IIIn Paris alone the number of individuals out of work
amounts to two hundred and sixty-seven thousand. They get
assistance, it is true, and this fact lulls your conscience and
your alarms to sleep; but those who have the privilege of dis-
tributing the public help... go... to the twelfth arrondissse-
ment one of the strongholds of insurrection, and out of
ninety thousand inhabitants they find eight thou-
families inscribed on the list of the benevolent fund,
57 Ibid., 64-65; O'Meara, Ozanam, 87-88.
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twenty-one thousand nine hundred and ninety-two who re-
ceive extra help, making a total of some seventy thousand
individuals who are living on the precarious bread of alms.
Half of this district, all the Montagne Ste. Genevieve, and all
the neighborhood of the Gobelins, is composed of narrow,
crooked streets, where the sun never penetrates, where a
carriage could not venture without risk, and where a man in
a coat never passes without making a sensation, and attract-
ing to the doorsteps groups of naked children and women
in rags. On either side of a filthy sewer rise houses five sto-
ries high, many of which shelter fifty families. Low, damp,
and noxious rooms are let out at one franc and a half a week
when they have a fireplace, and one franc and a quarter
when they have not. No paper, often not a single piece of
furniture, hides the nakedness of the walls. In a house of
the Rue des Lyonnais we ourselves saw ten married cou-
ples without even a bed. One family lived in the depths of
a cellar, with nothing but a handful of straw on the earthen
floor, and a rope fastened from wall to wall, from which the
poor creatures hung their bread in a rag to keep it out of the
reach of rats. In the next room a woman had lost three chil-
dren from consumption, and she pointed in despair to three
others who awaited the same fate.59
Secondly, they learned a deep religious and spiritual lesson from
those closest to the suffering Christ. In 1848, in the newspaper L'Ere Nouvelle,
he wrote about a particular lesson learned in service to others: "God did not
make the poor... God forbid that we should calumniate the poor whom the
Gospel blesses, or render the suffering classes responsible for their misery,
thus pandering to the hardness of those bad hearts that fancy themselves
exonerated from helping the poor man when they have proved his wrong-
doing...."' Of course, Ozanam embraced the Christian ideal of detachment
from material goods ("Poor in Spirit"), an ideal reinforced in large part
by his scholarly study of and writing on the Middle Ages, and especially
on Saint Francis. He understood, however, that poverty — the absence of
essential material, physical, and spiritual needs — was something neither to
be glamorized nor condoned: "And let no one say that in treating poverty as
59 Quoted in O'Meara, Ozanatn, 245; Original French text in Ozanam, auvres Compktes, 264-
266.
6° Ibid., 248 and 282-284 respectively.
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a priesthood we aim at perpetuating it; the same authority which tells us that
we shall always have the poor amongst us is the same that commands us to
do all we can that there may cease to be any.... Those who know the road
to the poor man's house... never knock at his door without a sentiment of
respect.""
Shortly after its formation the conference of charity became officially
known as the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul, and a Rule to govern its
member's actions was written and promulgated. That Rule, fundamentally
the same today as it was in the nineteenth century, emphasizes the
importance of reflection upon service experiences as an essential part of the
developmen4 and growth of members. Members, known as Vincentians,
grow in holiness and lead better lives by visiting the poor "whose faith and
courage often teach Vincentians how to live." By reflecting and meditating
on their experiences, Vincentians arrive at "internal spiritual knowledge of
themselves, others and the goodness of God," and transform "their concern
into action and their compassion into practical love." 62 Although the official
name of the organization became the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul,
according to the Rule, the conference remains "the primary basic unit" of the
Society,63 reflecting its original nature as a forum for the discussion of ideas,
the exchange of information, and the reflection upon what is learned both in
study and in visits to the poor.
Because he was a fine scholar, one might have expected that Professor
Ozanam would believe that poverty could best be grasped deductively,
applying a grand theory on how society is constructed and functions. But
Ozanam understood the serious limitations and implications of such an
approach, one that many socialists of his day employed. Monsignor Baunard,
the translator of much of Ozanam's correspondence, argued that Frederic
Ozanam knew that "all social theories from Plato to Muncer and John
Leyden, have only resulted in visionary Utopias, disorder and violence."m
Instead, Ozanam embraced an inductive approach based on experience as
the only viable way to get a thorough understanding of the complexity of
poverty: "The knowledge of social well-being and reform is to be learned,
not from books, nor from the public platform, but in climbing the stairs to the
poor's man garret, sitting by his bedside, feeling the same cold that pierces
him, sharing the secret of his lonely heart and troubled mind. When the
conditions of the poor have been examined, in school, at work, in hospital, in
61 O'Meara, (Dumont, 177.
62 Rule of the International Confederation, I, 9.
63 Ibid., 11.
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the city, in the country... it is then and then only, that we know the elements
of that formidable problem, that we begin to grasp it and may hope to
solve it."65
It was both his service experiences and his reflections on them that
suggested to Ozanam certain necessary changes in the lives of the working
class. In his course on commercial law (1839-1840), Frècl6ric incorporated
ideas formed not only from scholarly research, but also from his personal
experiences of workers' needs. He identified two reasons why workers were
paid unjust wages: the employer's inability to pay, and simple exploitation.
The first, he suggested, could often be resolved by better knowledge of supply
and demand, and by more careful and conscientious business practices. The
second was more difficult to address and, unlike the first, required effort on
the part of the State, the community, and labor organizations. He was no
advocate for a paternalistic government (which often can be as dangerous as
an unbridled laissez-faire system), but rather he favored a balance between
liberty and authority to benefit all. He preferred labor organizations led by
workers that negotiated for worker rights, while understanding the legi t i mate
right of the owner to secure a just profit. In supporting a worker's right to
receive a wage that not only provided for a decent life and the education of
his children, but which also guaranteed in some way a dignified retirement,
Ozanam anticipated a living wage.86
Ozanam's ideas on labor are in many ways groundbreaking. In
fact, one scholar who has written on Ozanam's theory of work remarks that
"it is certainly fair to say that Ozanam developed some of the key precepts
of fair wages and labor unions that were more fully elucidated in Reruns
Novarum."67 Two other scholars who have studied the Church's role in the
labor movement have astutely identified Ozanam's service experiences as
an essential element in the formation of his contributions to the labor issue:
"Ozanam made no pretence to profound economic knowledge.... But we
must not forget that he was always closely in touch with the actual life of
labor and poverty, and a shrewd observer of all he saw." 68
 In many respects,
his life was truly a model of what we call today "service learning," service
reflected upon deeply and thoughtfully.
65 Ibid., 279.
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Mural painting of Frederic Ozanam
in the parish hall of St. Vincent church, Graz, Austria.
Measures approximately 172 square feet.
By the artist and priest Sieger Kaden
Courtesy, Wolfgang Pucher, C.M., and St. Vincent church, Graz, Austria
Conclusion: Ozanam's Legacy and Lessons
Ozanam has left us a valuable legacy of ideas and practices that can
enrich discussions of community service. I would suggest that his views of
"true" charity, and his assessment of its effects, are profoundly different in
several ways from major American thinkers such as Jane Addams and John
Dewey, whose ideas have generally informed discussions of community
service. First, he is quick to distinguish charity from philanthropy, believing
that true charity is always linked to a community built upon bonds of
deep friendship and trust. So-called charitable efforts that are outside the
boundaries of community (what he would call philanthropy) are often
dehumanizing, and performed for individual recognition. According
to Ozanam, after but a year of existence most philanthropic societies are
nothing but "meetings, reports, summings-up, bills, and accounts; ...they
have volumes of minutes and so forth." 69 To define the essential difference
from charity, Ozanam used a maternal family image that would resonate
69 O'Meara, Ozanarn, 86.
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well with his intended audience. He suggested that philanthropy is like "a
vain woman for whom good actions are a piece of jewelry and who loves to
look at herself in a mirror...," while charity "is a tender mother who keeps
her eyes fixed on the infant she carries at her breast, who no longer thinks of
herself, and who forgets her beauty for love." 70 Second, Ozanam's dilemma
is not charity without community, as it was for Dewey and Addams, but
rather how to restore authentic relationships (his emphasis on regeneration
is precisely related to this) that failed because of the human inability to
recognize and fulfill the need for solidarity. Third, Ozanam provides us with
a view of charity intimately linked to justice. In fact, he would argue that
providing charity is sometimes a matter of justice, especially when the need
is an essential one such as food, clothing, or shelter. Moreover, a community
service organization does not necessarily have to choose between charity
and justice; Ozanam demonstrated a community service organization can
and should include both charity and justice in its mission. Indeed, he was
opposed to the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul becoming just another large
bureaucratic organization, because he thought that the essential dignity of
the human person would be lost in the process. He offers, therefore, great
food for thought for large non-profit organizations that sometimes contribute
unwittingly to the very thing they wish to prevent — the stripping away of
a person's dignity.
According to Freclêric Ozanam, regeneration of society or "social
change" occurs not simply by rehabilitating the needy, but rather through
rehabilitating the society that has become unresponsive to the needs of
its people, by opening up opportunities for those excluded from dialogue
to enter into an inclusive community open to all voices in a democratic
process. His view of democracy is founded upon the essential dignity of the
human person, but it does not emphasize individualism to the exclusion of
community. Clearly Ozanam recognized that many problems perceived to
be political are fundamentally social in nature, representing a breakdown
in genuine community. In his world view, serious social problems such
as poverty generally develop when any individual pursues only her / his
interests, or the interests of a small group, to the detriment of the Common
Good. Poverty destroys the very soul of people who need to know and
believe that they have value as human beings and can genuinely contribute
in positive ways to their community. His answer to this problem was to
regenerate society through forming true community and by building just,
caring relationships in a spirit of tolerance.
7(> Virg in, Lifr in Letters, 63.
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As Ozanam discovered, those who serve begin to see clearly the
true nature of the problem of poverty, because the only way to understand
the nature and extent of poverty is through an inductive approach based
firmly upon the insights of those who experience it firsthand. Most schemes
to solve the problem of poverty have started with a grand theory that is
then applied to the circumstances. To Ozanam this deductive approach is
seriously misguided because it fails to take into account both the nature and
the complexity of the human person. In his vision, service performed well
and thoughtfully transforms powerfully those who serve and those who are
served, as well as the society in which they live.
Ozanam left a lasting legacy of charitable community service in the
Society of Saint Vincent de Paul. Begun in Paris, France, in 1833, the Society
spread quickly throughout the globe. In the United States, it found an early
home at the old Saint Louis Cathedral along the banks of the Mississippi in
1845. Today, there are over 4,700 conferences of charity in most of the fifty
states. The Society annually helps more than 15,000,000 people to the amount
of over $400,000,000 in money, goods, volunteer time, and contributed
services; it is also actively engaged in advocacy. In the United States, The
Society of Saint Vincent de Paul has a National Committee, Voice of the Poor
(VOP), which guides members on important issues of social justice, prepares
key position papers on issues such as homelessness and wages, and works
closely with the United States Catholic Conference of Bishops in advocacy
initiatives!'
It should be no surprise then that Ozanam has been recognized as
a genuine precursor of Catholic social thinking, which reached its fullest
development in the 20th century!' Both his thought and his life of faithful
community service provide a compelling example of the connections among
community service, democracy, and the common good, and highlight the
powerful role of charity and justice in renewing the face of society. I would
contend that the evidence presented clearly demonstrates that Ozanam
represents the "thickest" version of service wherein the three paradigms of
charity, project, and social change intersect and / or complement one another.
It is perhaps the most appropriate way to end this paper on Frederic
Ozanam by letting him have the last word, imparting advice as relevant
today as it was in his own time: "Ah! My dear friend, what a troublous, but
what an instructive time it is, through which we are passing! We may perish,
but we must not regret having lived in it. Let us learn from it. Let us learn,
71 For informs on on Voice of the Poor (VOP), visit: http:/ /www.voiceofthepoor.org/
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first of all, to defend our belief without hating our adversaries, to appreciate
those who do not think as we do, to recognize that there are Christians in
every camp, and that God can be served now as always! Let us complain
less of our times and more of ourselves. Let us not be discouraged, let us be
better.""
73 Quoted in Baunard, His Correspondence, 304.
